Cable-driven manipulators (CDMs) have several advantages, but unknown dynamic characters restrict their control performance. The motors of CDMs are placed at the base and power is transmitted by cables between the motors and driving pulleys. These cables interact with the links of the manipulator, which poses a challenge for obtaining the dynamic model. In this study, the interaction between cables and manipulators is analysed, and a dynamic model is derived based on Newton-Euler method. To eliminate excessive variance in recursive equations, the impact of pretension force is considered and some equivalent assumptions are proposed. To improve the accuracy of parameter identification, limited terms of Fourier series are adopted for the identification trajectory. Considering various limitations of CDMs, such as maximum joint angle, speed and acceleration, artificial bee colony algorithm is used to optimize the coefficients of the identification trajectory. Simulations verify that the dynamic model can precisely calculate the driving torque of CDMs. Moreover, parameter identification experiment affirms the efficiency of the proposed parameter identification method.
NOWADAYS, manipulators are widely used in mass production, medical purposes, and even in our daily lives. Traditional manipulators have their motors at the joints, which greatly increases their moving mass and inertia. Consequently, they are often isolated from humans for safety. Moreover, manipulators may suffer from malfunction due to a variety of reasons, such as program bug, mechanical abrasion and incorrect operation. Since they are increasingly vital in all walks of life, it is necessary for manipulators to share working space with humans. Thus, manipulators are expected to be light-weight considering human safety.
Cable-driven technique is an effective tool to decrease the moving mass and rotational inertia of manipulators [1] [2] [3] [4] . By placing motors at the base and transmitting power through cables, a large amount of mass can be removed from the moving parts of manipulators [5] [6] [7] . Moreover, the utility of cable-drive technique makes room for other devices, so cable-drive technique is extensively used in many fields such as exoskeleton. There are a variety of studies dedicated to a wide range of cable-driven manipulators (CDMs). When cables are utilized to transfer driving force, there are nonlinear friction and nonlinear motion between links of manipulator and driving cables. Consequently, that phenomenon greatly impaires the motion accuracy of CDMs, especially when the driving cable is long-suspended. To tackle this problem, Du et al. 8 performed the Jacobian analysis of a longspan cable-driven manipulator. Their method could deduce the Jacobian matrix that maps the infinitesimal change of the cable length coordinate to that of the endeffector coordinate, and could successfully find the forward solution with high precision 8 . Duan et al. 9 studied the calibration and motion control of a triple-level spatial positioner consisting of a 50 m dimensional cable-driven parallel manipulator. After kinematic calibrations, the manipulator-based triple-level spatial positioner could achieve 2.55 mm RMS positioning and 0.06° orientation accuracy 9 . Tzemanaki et al. 10 designed a cable-driven mechanism as an affiliate instrument for an anthropomorphic master-slave system called μAngelo. Their design followed the utilities of the human hand, such as supination, adduction and rotation. They proposed two ways of routing the cable-driven mechanism and found a method to derive the input-output functions of that mechanism. Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. 11 proposed a concept to improve the connection between the fixed frame and endeffector of planar and spatial cable-driven robots. Their concept added pulleys to the attachment between the cables and the end-effector, and also included the reflective pulleys in the end-effector. Xue et al. 12 proposed a tension-displacement transmission model for cablepulley system to tackle nonlinear friction and backlash characteristics of cable-driven mechanism in laparoscope surgical robots. They took the bending rigidity of the cable and spatial location of the pulleys into consideration, and designed a feed-forward controller using position compensation algorithm based on the model.
Establishing models of cable is another way to tackle their nonlinearity. Gungor et al. 13 explored on-line estimation and compensation of friction in cable-driven parallel robots. They presented a recursive least-squares on-line friction estimator and an adaptive controller based on Lyapunov method. Francesco Fichera and co-workers proposed polynomial stiffness and polynomial elastic torque model for cable-based motor-to-joint transmissions 14, 15 . They presented a more general elastic torque model based on polynomial stiffness, which can be applied to flexible-joint robots. Yu et al. 16 proposed a new type of wire-driven device for surgical robots and designed an experiment model of a single joint to test the feasibility of the device. They considered the elasticity of the driven cable and proposed a dynamical model of the cable-driven finger joint. They also designed an estimator of the joint angle, and modelled the DC servo motor. Qi et al. 17 proposed an efficient model for the flexible cable with time-varying lengths and coupling motions between the cable and pulleys. Their model is useful in dynamic analysis of the cable-pulley system, but may be too complex for CDMs, which use a large number of pulleys. Proper trajectory is also significant for CDMs, considering the special nature of cables. Zhang and Shang 18 proposed a geometrical approach to plan trajectories for a spatial 3-d of under-constrained cable-driven parallel robot. Their approach extended beyond the static equilibrium workspace of the mechanism, and could guarantee positive and continuous tension in the cables. Ismail et al. 19 proposed a dynamic path planning algorithm for hybrid cable-serial manipulator to find the shortest and fastest path which ensures bounded tensions in the actuator cables. They gave the trajectory through a geometric planning method, which ensures the shortest path between two poses of the robot while avoiding obstacles. Many other trajectory planning methods are also valuable to CDMs [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Cables result in complicated dynamic character, which challenges the control performance of CDMs. Cabledrive is such a promising technique that many researchers are working on it. Lau et al. 26 considered joint interaction forces and moments in the objective functions and constraints specific to the inverse dynamics of multilink CDMs. They formulated the relationship between the joint interactions and cable forces which included the constraints to maintain stability of unilateral spherical joints. Xuechao et al. 27 proposed a dynamic model for cable-driven parallel manipulators with cables of slow time-varying lengths. They deduced the partial differential equation which characterized the dynamics of a cable with varying length. They also converted the partial differential equation into ordinary differential equations through spatial discretization by finite difference approximation. Nielsen et al. 28 provided a mathematical description which captured most of the significant dynamics of underwater robots.
Controller design is another important issue of CDMs [29] [30] [31] . Several studies have been made to achieve satisfactory control performance for systems with complicated uncertainties [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Kong and coworkers 38, 39 proposed a method of proxy-based impedance control as a rehabilitation algorithm of a cable-driven assistive system. They assumed free space around the proxy and free motion of a human joint was allowed in a certain range. Their methods applied assistive torque to compensate for the inertia mismatch and considered actuator dynamics for better implementation of rehabilitation algorithms. Since kinematic and dynamic models of cable-driven parallel robots are partly structurally unknown, Babaghasabha et al. 40 proposed an adaptive, robust, sliding-mode controller based on the adaptation of the upper bound of the uncertainties. Caverly et al. 41 designed a state estimation for single degree of freedom flexible cable-actuated system, and used a proportional derivative-based controller for control. They also estimated the tension in each cable, and considered sensors with different sampling rates. Jung et al. 42 designed a cable-driven exoskeleton mechanism and addressed the problem of force control. They adopted a spring-actuator-type cable-driven mechanism to make the cable routing structure compact. They designed the controller by combining PD control algorithm which is optimized by a linear quadratic method with a disturbance observer and feed-forward filter to track zero-phase error. Boehler et al. 43 proposed two control strategies for cable-driven tensegrity mechanism which allows one to control the angular position and the associated stiffness. The first strategy uses tension distribution algorithm which provides a modulation of stiffness, while the second strategy introduces a novel velocity distribution algorithm that allows for a modulation of stiffness derivative. Moreover, time-delay estimation technique and sliding mode control scheme are efficient tools in the controller design of CDMs [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The model of CDM by Jin et al. 49 only considers joint stiffness and damping force. Multilink-serial CDMs have cables passing through their joints; so it is inevitable that cables interact with manipulator mechanical links. In this study, interaction between cable and mechanical structure of the manipulator is considered and the dynamic model of cable-driven serial manipulator is derived based on the Newton-Euler method. Moreover, a parameter identification method is proposed and proper identification trajectory is devised. The dynamic model and parameter identification method are verified using MATLAB and ADAMS software. (1) Thus, the dynamic model of cabledriven serial manipulator is deduced considering the interaction between cables and mechanical structure of the manipulator. (2) Parameter identification method for CDM is proposed. Artificial bee colony algorithm is utilized to obtain the preferred identification trajectory. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the cable-driven serial manipulator and Figure 2 provides details of cable routing and guide pulley. In Figure 2 , link guide pulley is fixed to the corresponding link. The centre of joint guide pulleys and joint drive pulleys correspond to the centre of the hinges between two joints.
Basic structure and motion relationship
First, we deduce some geometric relationships. Denote the radius of the joint guide pulley between link i -1 and link i by R. One can easily see in Figure 1 that cables passing through a joint are under length variation when the angles between the links change. Specifically, if link i rotates relative to link i -1 by angle θ in an anticlockwise direction, the cable on one side will wind onto the joint guide pulley while the cable on the other side will fall from the joint guide pulley, which appears as if the cable changes its length along with the rotation of links. Consequently, link i + 1 will rotate relative to link i in a clockwise direction. Given that the joint guide pulleys and joint drive pulleys have the same diameter, link i + 1 will rotate by angle θ, the same angle that link i rotates relative to link i -1. Under this condition, link i + 1 translates without rotating relative to link i -1. Notice that all the joint guide pulleys and joint drive pulleys are of equal size, although they are of different size in Figure 1 for clear illustration. Figure 3 shows the extreme position of joints in CDM. The radius of link guide pulley is denoted by r g ; the radius of joint guide pulley and joint drive pulley are both r j . The distance between the centre of link guide pulleys and centre of the links is d g0 . The line between joint guide pulley and link guide pulley is projected to coordinate axis x i , and its length is denoted by d j0 . For the extreme condition shown in Figure 3 , cable 1 is tangent to the joint guide pulley. At this time, the angle between two links is 2θ j0 . The extreme condition indicates that cable 1 will fall from the joint guide pulley if link i rotates clockwise any further relative to link i -1. When cable 1 falls from the joint guide pulley, motion relationship would be changed and the robot would malfunction.
One can get θ j0 from eq. (1) 
It may be difficult to provide an analytical solution for θ j0 , but a numerical solution is always available if other parameters are given. θ g0 is given by g0 j0 . 2
Then the coordinate system will be established based on D-H method 50 . Figure 4 shows the coordinates for link i and link i + 1 without the z-axis, which can be determined by right-hand rule. In figure, the original coordinate system for link i is located at the centre of joint i, where the centre of the hinge between link i -1 and link i is located. The coordinate system O i x i y i z i , abbreviated as O i , is fixed to link i. Link 0 denotes the base of the manipulator which is supposed to be fixed to the ground or a vehicle in uniform linear motion. 
where ˆˆ, and
z are unit vectors relative to x, y and z axis respectively.
The pre-superscript i + 1 indicates the reference coordinate system O i+1 x i+1 y i+1 z i+1 . θ i is used to describe the angle between link i -1 and link i. Specifically, θ i is defined as 1 arcsin(ˆˆˆ) ) . Consider that the orientation of a specific link is decided by its actuator in the cable-driven robot 51 . Suppose the radius of the winches of motors is r m ; q i , i q and i q represent the rotation angle, speed and acceleration of the motor of link i respectively. 
+ is the velocity of the mass centre of link i + 1. Kinematic recursion from i to i + 1 is given by the following equations:
where r m is the radius of the motor-driven pulley. F and the pre-superscript indicates that the moment is measured in coordinate system O i . The total number of DOF is n. 
where i i N represents the moment of disturbance. Consider
and substitute i in eq. (13) by i + 1. Then we get
The driving torque of the motor is given by
where ˆi n denotes a certain element of n i corresponding to the axis of the joint. Usually, it is the third element on the condition that D-H method is utilized to establish the coordinate system.
In Figure 5 , a segment of cable is taken for detailed analysis. A length of cable passes through a joint driving pulley to drive it through friction. Consequently, the tension of the cable varies along its length that contacts the pulley. Supposing the tension changes from τ 1 to τ 2 , then the relationship between τ 1 , τ 2 and n i is as follows 
where n i is the torque provided by the cable to drive the corresponding link of the robot. Then a segment is taken for further analysis. Let us denote the force from pulley to cable by τ p and θ as the angle that rotates from x axis to the centre of this segment. θ is positive if the rotation is anti-clockwise, and it is negative if the rotation direction reverses. p is the force vector from the pulley to an arbitrary point on this contact segment of the cable. θ p1 and θ p2 are the corresponding central angles of the input and output points. These angles are measured between the radius of the pulley and x axis, and have the same definition for positive and negative as θ. Neglecting the mass of cable and considering force equilibrium of the contact cable, the resultant force from cable to the pulley can be expressed as
The relationship between θ p , θ g0 and θ j0 is given by
Then consider the forces in Figure 4 ; the cable is divided into three segments marked 1-3. 
Equation (15) can be used to calculate n i+1 as driving torque for link i + 1, but actually the interaction between cable and joint drive pulley is contact force and friction. The cable cannot directly provide driving torque and consequently, the hinges between links provide a force in the opposite direction of cable tensile force to form moment of couple force (Figure 5 b) 
Cable,
Let us denote the length of link i by l i ; then we get j0 g0
[ , ,0] , 
On the other hand
So eq. (15) can be expressed as
Finally, the impact of pretension is analysed. Compared with traditional manipulators, CDMs transfer power from the base to the joints by cables. It is obvious that CDMs cannot work without certain pretension, so it is necessary to know how pretension influences the dynamics of CDMs. Assume the manipulator has pretension τ 0 in its cables and no other force exists. In other words, assume that the manipulator is isolated from other objects and is free from gravity. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, only cable n is considered for calculation, which is the driving cable of the distal joint of the manipulator. It can be calculated from eq. (34) that
Further, one can finally get
Actually, no matter how much pretension is exerted on CDMs, it cannot drive the manipulator. In other words, pretension cannot perform the role of a driving force; so the result of eq. (37) is easy to understand. Consequently, when deducing dynamic formula of CDMs, pretension can be subtracted from cable stress for simplification.
Here, an assumption that τ 1 = 0 in eq. (17) is made for simplification. Under this assumption, τ 2 is positive if it is larger than τ 1 , and vice versa. Then τ 2 for joint i is expressed as 2,
Equation ( 
Finally, eq. (33) 
Parameter identification
The recursive method has been used to calculate dynamics of CDMs. Based on this method, one can first calculate n n n and obtain the tension of cable n. Then , ,..., n i i i P P P is the set of linearly independent parameters to be identified for link i. It is worth mentioning here that different links may have the same parameters. In other words, , ,j n i m P P = for link i and link j. Considering unknown disturbance, however, the results of parameter identification may differ from theoretical calculations. During parameter identification, the parameter matrix is assumed to be unknown. In other words, the aim of this procedure is to derive the dynamic model of the manipulator without knowing its set-up. 
where ŵ is a positive number and c is a positive integer. These terms are restricted by the performance of the manipulator. Moreover, the coefficient matrix should have small condition number which measures the sensitivity of the solution of linear equations to errors in the data. Here the condition number of a matrix is equal to the largest singular value of the matrix divided by its smallest value. Joints of manipulators have limitation in their rotation or translation ranges. Furthermore, speed and acceleration of the driving motors are limited. All of these restrictions pose limitation to the identification trajectory; so eq. (45) and its derivation are restricted by the following conditions. 
Moreover, eq. (47) should not take too large numbers as its coefficients; therefore
Based on the aforementioned restriction, artificial bee colony algorithm is utilized to calculate the coefficients in eq. (47) to ensure that the coefficient matrix in eq. (44) has a small condition number as possible. Detailed procedure of artificial bee colony algorithm can be found in Yan et al. 52 . In the present study, 'food source' is a set of , ,
When generating candidates of food source, eq. (48) acts as both the upper limit and lower limit. If the generated candidate does not satisfy eq. (49), the algorithm will be discarded and a new one generated. The objective function is the sum of two parts; one part is the condition number of coefficient matrix in eq. (43) . A number much larger than the condition number of coefficient matrix will be added to the objective function if the desired trajectory does not satisfy eq. (46) . Thus, the other part of the objective function is zero on condition that eq. (46) is satisfied, or a large number on condition that eq. (46) is violated. The fitness function can be obtained by adding 1 to the objective function and calculating the reciprocal of the sum. Figure 6 shows the complete procedure to get , , 1, 2,..., k k a b k n = utilizing artificial bee colony algorithm.
Numerical example and simulation
First, the dynamics formula of a 2-DOF CDM is derived utilizing the aforementioned method and follows 
i n is the third element of i n which corresponds to the driving torque of link i. Similarly, 1 (3, 3) C I denotes the element at the third row and third column of 1 . C I Equations (6) and (16) describe the torque and rotation angle of driving motors.
Actual trajectory may differ from d θ given in eq. (45); so one needs to use the actual trajectory to modify ˆ, k a ˆk b and ŵ in eq. (45) . This procedure is similar to curvefitting and the real trajectory can be expressed as 1 1 cos( ) sin( ),
where w is the actual moving frequency; a k and b k are actual coefficients for terms of the Fourier series. i θ and i θ can be derived from eq. (52).
A 2-DOF CDM has been designed and simulated using ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink. Table 1 shows geometry parameters of CDM. θ g0 and θ j0 are calculated using eqs (1) and (2) , and are also shown in Table 1 . The mass centre of this links and inertia reference point are both situated at the geometry centres.
By substituting the geometry parameters of CDM into the dynamic formula (50) and (51) 
where angles are in radians, and Figure 7 shows the detailed control schemes of these four cases. In the figure, 'u_PID' and 'u_model' represent the control input of PID controller and dynamic model feedforward respectively. u represents the control input that passes to the ADAMS software. Figures 8 and 9 show the simulation results of these cases. For the sake of comparison, control input of cases 2 and 4 are separated by two parts: one part is the control input of PID controller and the other part is the control input of dynamic model feed-forward, marked by 'PID' and 'Dynamics' respectively. One can observe that in all of the four cases, joints of the manipulator can track the desired trajectory. However, cases 2 and 4 have much less tracking error compared with cases 1 and 3, which shows the advantage of dynamic feed-forward. Moreover, the control input of dynamic model feed-forward in cases 2 and 4 has minor differences compared with the control input of PID controller. Besides, the control input of PID controller in cases 2 and 4 is almost zero. Thus, the proposed dynamic model can precisely calculate the required control input of CDM, which confirms the validity of the proposed dynamic model.
Next, a parameter identification experiment of 2-DOF CDM is carried out. The dynamic model obtained by parameter identification is compared with theoretical calculations.
For the identification procedure, eqs (50) and (51) 
0.2 . 
The identification trajectory is optimized by artificial bee colony algorithm; Table 2 shows the optimization set up. Figure 10 shows the objective function values during the optimization process. The optimized identification trajectory is given as follows and a 60 s segment of the same is shown in Figure 11 . 
Then a PID controller is used to control the CDM to move along the identification trajectory. The total simulation time is 300 s. Considering the periodicity of the identification trajectory, only 0-60 s of the control input in the identification experiment is shown in Figure 12 .
The actual trajectory of the CDM is fitted into the form of eq. (52) 
Considering that there exists relatively large tracking error at the beginning of the simulation, the results before 10 s are discarded. A hundred data points are gathered per second during simulation to form the coefficient matrix in eq. (43) . Corresponding data points of control input are also recorded to form the torque matrix in eq. (43) . Finally, the dynamic parameter of CDM is calculated using eq. (44) 
Except for the middle term of the parameter matrix, the identification results are almost equal to the mathematically calculated ones. From eqs (59) and (60), one may find that the middle term of the coefficient matrix is rather complex. Consequently, it is difficult to obtain precise value of the middle term of the coefficient matrix, which will introduce relatively large error to the corresponding term of the parameter matrix. Therefore, generally speaking, the identification results are close to the mathematically calculated ones; the dynamic model and parameter identification method are valid.
Conclusion
The present study describes the basic structure of CDM and deduces some of their geometric relationships. Then Newton-Euler recursive method is discussed as a basic method to obtain dynamic model of CDM. Pulleys of CDM are categorized by joint guide pulley, link guide pulley and joint drive pulley. Interaction forces between cables and these kinds of pulleys are examined. For easy application of the recursive method, the impact of pretension in cables to dynamics is analysed. Next, a parameter identification method for dynamic model of CDM is proposed. A trajectory consisting of several terms of the Fourier series is used as the identification trajectory. In Figure 11 . Optimized identification trajectory. parameter identification, the coefficient matrix should have a small condition number as possible. However, restrictions to the identification trajectory pose challenges to obtain the optimal trajectory. Artificial bee colony algorithm is applied to get the best identification trajectory under various restrictions. Finally, simulations verify the correctness of the proposed dynamic model and validity of the parameter identification method.
